GBM Minutes AROICON 2022, New Delhi- (3rd December 2022 on 7 PM)

1. GBM was convened with permission of the President Dr. R. Vashistha, but as the quorum was not present the general body was dissolved and then reconvened.
2. The Secretary General Dr Giri informed the GBM regarding the departed members in the previous 3 years and homage was paid by observing silence for 1 minute.

3. Minutes of the previous GBM was read out.
4. Contribution to central AROI by National Conference of AROI. The GBM approved raising the amount paid to the central AROI after AROICON conference from 12 lakhs to 25 lakhs or 50% of the profit which ever is more.

5. - AROI - ICRO Teaching Programme 2023

(1) AROI-ICRO Sun PG teaching course
    TMH, Varanasi –Gynaecological Malignancies Dr. Satyajit Pardhan
    SGRD, Amritsar– Sarcomas (Adult & Paediatric) Dr. Neeraj Jain
    Govt. Medical College, Thiruvananthapuram Hypofractionation Dr. Mhadevan R

(2) AROI-ICRO Sun PRODVANCE Course-
    Targeted therapy/Immunotherapy Concurrent with Radiation.
    NZ- Royal Cancer Institute Kanpur Dr. Anu Tiwari
    EZ- IGIMS Patna Dr. Dinesh Sinha
    WZ- Aruni Hospital Rajkot Dr. Hemendra Mod & Dr. Vipul nautiyal
    SZ- HCG Bangalore Dr. Sridhar P S

(3) AROI-ICRO INTAS RADIOBIOLOGY COURSE by Prof. Manoj Gupta
    NZ- SRMSI,Bareilly Dr. Piyush Agarwal
    EZ-JN Medical College, Raipur Dr. Pradeep Kumar Chandrakar
    WZ- STERLING Cancer Hospital, Ahmedabad Dr. Pooja Nandwani Patel
    SZ- SVIMS, Thirupathi Dr. B. V. Subramanian

(4) AROI-ESTRO
    (I) Gynae Teaching Course
        Indo American Cancer Hospital Hyderabad 16-19 March ,2023 Dr. Harjot Kaur Bajwa
    (II) Head & Neck Teaching course ,
        TMH , Mumbai 26-28 May 2023 Tentative Dr. Sarbani Ghosh laskar
    (III) Advance Technology teaching course
        Apollo Hospital Hyderabad 7-10, 14-17, 21-24 , September 2023 Dr. Vijay Karan Reddy

(5) Best Of ASTRO -2023
    Ruby Hall Hospital Dr. Bhooshan Zade
AROI-ICRO Teaching Courses to Be Held in 2024

(1) AROI-ICRO Sun PG Teaching course
- Jawaharlal Nehru Cancer Hospital, Bhopal    Dr. Gautam K Sharan
- Max Super Speciality Hospital, Bathinda    Dr. Rajesh Vashistha
- NRS Medical College, Kolkata    Dr. Shrikrishna Mondal

(2) AROI-ICRO Sun PRODVANCE Course
- NZ- PGIMER, Chandigarh    Dr. Rakesh Kapoor
- EZ- Chitranjan National Cancer Institute, Kolkata    Dr. Tapas Maji
- WZ- Sterling Cancer Hospital, Ahmedabad    Dr. Pooja Nandwani Patel
- SZ- RCC Triavandrum    Dr. K. Ramadas

(3) AROI-ESTRO
  (I) Gynae Teaching Course
  HBCH & MPMMC CANCER CENTRE, VARANASI    Dr. Satyajit Pardhan

  (II) AROI-ESTRO Head & Neck Teaching course
  MIOT INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL, CHENNAI    Dr. V. Srinivasan

  (III) AROI ESTRO Advanced Technology teaching course
  AIIMS, PATNA    Dr. Pritanjali Singh

(4) AROI CON 2024-KMC, MANGALORE.

(5) Best of ASTRO- 2024-Yet to be decided

(6) AROI-YROC-2024 -Yet to be decided- in Lucknow

6. The Proadvance course for 2024 south zone was allocated to RCC, Thiruvananthapuram, rest of the courses were to be conducted in the already allotted centres as per GBM 2019.

7. ICC 2023 to be held in Mumbai, Dr Manish Chandra has taken over as President, Maharashtra Chapter of AROI replacing Dr Vyas and Dr Sarbani Ghosh Laskar has taken over as Secretary replacing Dr Umesh Mahanshetty. Rest of team will be the same.

8. Number fellowships were proposed to be increased for this year: Neil Joseph fellowship from 6 to 8, Less than 35 years 4 to 6, 35 to 40 years remains 2, 41 to 50 years 2 to 3 and more than 50 years remains 2 fellowships. Proposed by dr Manish Chandra seconded by Dr Virendra Bhandari, passed by the house.

9. The GBM was informed that AROI and ESTRO are collaborating for Head & Neck teaching program to be held in May 2023 and Dr Sarbani Laskar was congratulated for the initiative.

10. The house was informed Dr R. Vashistha was elected as the Vice President was FARO and the GBM congratulated R. Vashistha.
11. The Teaching programs conducted ICRO from last 3 years were informed and the house appreciated the ICRO Executive for conducting these programs during the harsh COVID times.

12. The list of ICRO quiz winners and FICRO Awardees were announced and congratulated.

13. GBM was informed that JCRT is doing exceptionally well with impact factor of > 1 and increasing citations. The journal is generating revenue and the financial burden on AROI has significantly reduced from 24 lakhs to 4 lakhs per annum, and shortly the journal can become self sufficient. Dr Kishore Singh was congratulated by the GBM for his efforts.

14. The Financial statements of the year 2019-2020 were presented and passed, Proposed by Dr Umesh Mahanshetty and seconded by Dr Siddharth Laskar. 2020-2021 financial statement was presented and passed, proposed by Dr Rakesh Kapoor and seconded by Dr Harprit Singh. 2021 -2022 financial statement was presented and passed, proposed by Dr Suresh Kumar Seconded by Dr B Rajesh, the house was also informed as per government norms the savings accounts have been replaced by current accounts and also the pending cases in IT tribunal for the year 2010-11 and 2011-12 are nearing completion and its hopped the verdict will be FD of AROI & ICRO .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AROI FD Amount</th>
<th>ICRO FD Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,15,00,000.00</td>
<td>15,00,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,30,00,000.00</td>
<td>16,50,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,30,00,000.00</td>
<td>16,00,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42,00,000.00</td>
<td>16,00,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total 4,17,00,000.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total 63,50,000.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15. Proposed budget for the year 2022-23 was presented and passed proposed by Dr Ramesh Billimagga and seconded by Dr Vijay Anand reddy.

16. New AROI member 810 , and total AROI members 4420 list was ratified by the house proposed by Dr R k Vyas and seconded by DR Vijay Anand Reddy.
17. It was decided to route all the memberships to AROI through the state chapters.

18. AROICON 2024 bid was won by KMC Mangalore, Karnataka Chapter by show of hands.

19. It was decided to bring an amendment to start student memberships which will be converted to Life membership after completion of course.

20. It was decided by GBM to constitute a committee under the new EC to look into the syllabus issues of MD and DNB Radiation Oncology. Also Dr Manoj Gupta President elect informed the house he will look into the issue of Radiation Oncology department not allowed to practice chemotherapy in AIIMS, New Delhi.

21. Dr Sundar Aiyaguru raised the issue of elections not being held in 2020 and constitutional validity of the office of Chair. The GBM decided that it was extraordinary situation and hence extension was given to the EC to continue and care will be taken it will not happen again. Chair is the change of name only to help executive committee.

22. GBM Congratulate & thanks to 42nd AROICon Organising Committee Scientific content & hospitality was excellence.

23. The President given thanks to every members of AROI & dissolve GBM. Invited the new office bearers President to take over and conduct 2nd GBM.

**GBM 2nd**

1. The New President Dr Manoj Gupta, called for a new GBM and All previous minutes reads & Passesd by GBM .

2. Dr. Manoj Gupta Gives Introduce new executive committee & there vision for further improvement of AROI & ICRO, academic activities.